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ANANDALAYA 

PERIODIC TEST-2 

Class : IX 

 

Subject: Social Science 

Date    :  25/09/2019 

    M.M: 60     

Time: 2.5 Hours 

  

 

      General Instructions: 

1) Answer the 1 mark questions in about 30 words. 

2) Answer the 3 mark questions in about 60 words. 

3) Answer the 5 mark questions in about 100 words. 

 

                                                                              Section A  

1. Name the person who build cooperative called ‘New Harmony’. 
 

(1) 

 i) Robert Mathew ii) Robert Owen iii)  Lenin  

   

2. Who headed the party after Lenin? (1) 

 i) Karl Marx ii) Rasputin iii) Stalin  

   

3. Who was the chairman of Constituent Assembly? (1) 

 i) Rajendra Prasad   ii )B.R.Ambedkar iii) Motilal Nehru  

   

4. Which State has the largest Vidhan Sabha in the country? 

 

(1) 

 i) Uttar Pradesh   ii) Bihar   iii)Madhya Pradesh  

   

5. Choose the correct pairs of the plateaus which are located within the Great Southern peninsular 

plateau of India: 

(1) 

 i) Baghelkhand and Bhabar Plateau ii) Tibetan and Pamir Plateau  

 iii) Baghelkhand and Bundelkhand Plateau iv) Meghalaya and Bhabar plateau    

   

6. The administrative headquarter of Lakshadweep is: (1) 

 i) Port Blair ii) Nicobar iii) Kochi   iv) Kavaratti  

   

7. “It is possible to increase capital, whereas land is fixed.” 

In order to increase the crop production from a fixed plot of land, which among the following is 

not an appropriate and immediate requirement? 

a) Use of HYV seeds to get the quick yield of crops. 

b)Keeping the land as fallow to restore natural fertility. 

c) Arrangement of loan to afford the costly techniques. 

d) Improvement of irrigation facilities to get constant supply of water. 

(1) 

   

8. Identify ‘seasonal unemployment’ from the following situations: 

a)Working in an agricultural field apparently and not producing any marginal output. 

b) Willing to work but not getting a job. 

c) Working in an agricultural field as a hired labour only during the time of harvesting. 

d) Working at home for own family members and not paid. 

(1) 

                                                                    

9. Name the famous book written by Karl Marx? (1) 

   

10. Write the new name of St Petersburg given by Tsar Nicholas II? (1) 
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11. When did the Constituent assembly adopt the constitution of India? (1) 

   

12. Define the term ‘Reserved Constituency’? (1) 

   

13 Define the the term ‘water divide’. (1) 

                                                                    

14. Write any two consequences which can occur as a result of contaminating river water. (1) 

   

15. From which sources most of the small farmers borrow money to arrange for the capital? Mention 

any two. 

(1) 

   

16. Give a reason why the small scale manufacturing units are getting encouraged to grow in the 

villages like Palampur. 

(1) 

                                                                       Section B  

17. Mention the three major demands raised by Russian workers who went on strike at St. Petersburg 

in 1904 ? 

(3) 

            
18.  Locate and mark on the given outline map of World : 

 i) Central power- Germany, Turkey 

ii) Allied Power- France. 

(3) 

   

19. Highlight any three ideals enriched in the Indian Constitution. (3) 

   

20. Does the Election Commission of India has power to conduct free and fair elections? Support your 

answer with three points. 

(3) 

   

21.  Do you think that the lakes are very important? If so, analyze the importance of lakes in the 

economy of India. Discuss any two points. As a sensible citizen which suggestion would you like 

to give for the conservation of lakes as an important inland water body? Discuss any two 

suggestions. 

(3) 

   
22.  “On its way to sea, the Narmada creates many picturesque locations” 

a) Justify the statement by providing the examples of any two picturesque locations, on the 

river Narmada. 

b) Comment on the importance of river Narmada in Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh on any 

two points. 

(3) 

23. “Dairy is a common activity in many families of Palampur village” 

Analyse the significane of practicing dairy farming besides crop cultivation in Palampur village. 

Discuss any three points. 

(3) 

   
24. Analyze the importance of health and education for human resource development.  (3) 

                                                                  Section C  

25. Discuss Stalin’s collectivization measures. Explain any three main changes brought about by the 

Bolsheviks immediately after the October Revolution.  

(5) 

   
26. Discuss Aparthied system practiced in South Africa. ‘The making of the constitution for a huge 

and diverse country like India, was not an easy affair’-Evaluate the statement with three 

appropriate points. 

(5) 

   
27. Compare Western Coastal Plain with that of Eastern Coastal Plains on any five aspects. (5) 

   
28. “Sushila is a small farmer who borrows loan from Budha Singh who is a large farmer as well as a 

money lender” 

a)On what terms Sushila might have arranged the loan from Budha Singh? Suggest any two 

points. 

b)Would Sushila’s condition be different if she could get a loan from the bank? Write three points.  

(5) 

 


